Attn. Chief Policy Officer and Director for International Affairs Shira Perlmutter

We act and react as we are thinking. Therefore, our concept of proposal will be. However, we have to take a matter inclusively. Our comments on five specific topics as follow, in spite of, this comments may be need more study and discuss to cover all requirements as will.

1. Establish common structure for anticipate and corporation dialogue and reporting must improving the operation of notice and take down system for removing infringing content from the internet as will under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) through separate each field to work team, and chosen suitable universities as “master control monitor”. This will approach the content to science and knowledge which mean more accurate.

2,3&4 Establish a legal framework (Macro-research.com) for creation of remixes and inter grade input for solve part or total solution for need and service. Also with indicate to give the input value represent the relevance and scope of the first sale doctrine in the digital environment.

5. “Macro-research.com” Global platform establishment interactive with science &knowledge. It is the intergrade part for “Research report search systems” The most interactive deal as follow.

1. Recognize, studying and analyses the need and service
2. Recognize, studying and analyze the alternative as part or total solution “value the input”.
3. Organize the resolution and choose the suitable part & intergrade

As matter-of-fact, organize coordinate remix and intergrade input improve the quality of thinking & the output.

Best Regards,

Ahmed Khalifa Al Yousif